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LEFT SEAT

The UGAA had good participation at the BBQ at

Sugarhouse Park in June.  Although it was rainy,

the food was good and the company was better.  We

planned the July Moose Creek trip and discussed

the upcoming Smiley Creek trip.  However, our

Smiley Creek trip got snowed out over Father’s Day

so we rescheduled it for August.  We usually go to

Moose Creek in August but decided to move it

forward to July this year due to concerns about

wildfires and smoke.  The trip to Moose Creek over

the July 24th weekend turned out to be one of the

best trips we’ve had.  The weather was perfect,

there were no fires, the airfield wasn’t crowded and

the river was warm for swimming.  In August, we

flew to Smiley Creek on a Friday evening and then

to West Yellowstone on Saturday.  The people at the

West Yellowstone FBO drove us into town for lunch

and shopping and then picked us up when we were

ready to return.  The flight home over Yellowstone

Park was beautiful.  We had the opportunity to fly

over a large area of the Park and see Yellowstone

from a different perspective.  Yellowstone from the

air is a great experience and will give you a

broader understanding of the size and majesty of

this beautiful area.  I write every fall about how

much fun our flying excursions are and I wish that

a greater number of our members would participate

with us.  These get-a-ways with friends are what

makes flying unique.

Leonard and I are currently working with the Salt

Lake Class B review group.  There are several

proposals on the table but overall, the suggestions

from all those participating have been constructive.

When the group is finished, the final proposal will

go to the FAA for review.  If the group’s suggestions

are adopted, the Salt Lake Class B re-design should

be better for all who use the airspace.  Specifically,

the group is trying to address some of the bottle-

necks that exist for both VFR and IFR traffic.  We

are trying to make the airspace around South Val-

ley Regional (U42) easier to access and better for

all users.  In addition, there is a suggestion on the

table to move the controlled airspace next to the

Wasatch Range a little further to the west to free up

the area going north and south from Provo to

Brigham City.  In addition, the IFR ceiling will

probably go from 10,000 to 12,000 feet.  This al-

titude change will allow commercial operators to

more fully comply with FAA regulations after en-

tering Salt Lake Class B.

Our meeting in October involves the opportunity to

vote on board members.  I would encourage all our

members to attend the upcoming meeting and take

the opportunity to vote.  Our board members work

hard to keep the organization strong and healthy

and support for them would be appreciated.  In

addition, please be aware that membership dues

are due this month.  Taking care of this early will

relieve the workload on Betty Lou and save the

organization money by making it unnecessary to

send out mailings.  Betty Lou works long and hard

on the behalf of our membership and a word of

thanks is always in order.

As we enter the winter season, we can all look

forward to flying in cooler and more stable air but

other seasonal safety issues make flying a bit more

challenging.  I encourage our members to stay

proficient and keep active on their flying skills by

remaining current and by attending the various

safety seminars when available.  Unlike some ac-

tivities, I am a believer in the notion that the more

pilots fly, the safer they are.  Rusty skills can lead to

poor decision making abilities and increase the

risks of leaving the ground.  Remember, we can

manage the amount of risk we take when we fly by

staying within the confines of our abilities and by

exercising good decision making practices.

Fly Safe,

Dave Haymond

President, UGAA



SAFETY

By Wayne Leydsman, CFI, Volunteer FAA

Safety Team Representative

Former US Coast Guard Aviator, and Civil Air

Patrol Volunteer

Recently, the AOPA Air Safety Foundation

was in Salt Lake City presenting a safety

program. I was thrilled to see a room filled

with almost a few hundred like-minded avia-

tors. The subject matter was a bit uncomfort-

able. The presenter went through four gen-

eral aviation accident scenarios, where real

people lost their lives. It was a bit grim. It was

sobering. I became quite quiet, along with the

rest of the pilots sitting in that large meeting

room. These accidents could easily happen to

any one of us, unless we realized the serious

potential outcome ahead of time. Otherwise,

known as ‘The Chain of Events.’ It was easy

to go through, and think of where they went

wrong in their thinking or their decision mak-

ing process. Too bad, THEY didn’t have the

opportunity to re-evaluate that last fatal deci-

sion or action, or better yet, made decisions

to change their course of action early on. But

they didn’t, and now we have something to

talk about, to perhaps keep us from a similar

fate.

Again, I knew we were armchair quarterbacks

that night, as we gave our thoughts to the

presenter at the end of each scenario. I found

myself going into deep thought with visions of

my close calls and even the minor problems

or incidents which turned out well, but almost

as easily could have gone very bad. We pi-

lots still keep making the very same mistakes,

bend to pressures, and get lulled into com-

placency, or get sloppy in the basics of air-

manship and navigation. It simply comes

down to experience, judgment and decision

making. Part of that is assessing of RISKS,

which does come from experience, knowl-

edge and excellent training, and constant re-

learning and practice. Part of this is personal

integrity, and being honest to and with our-

selves, realizing that we may be in a ‘state of

denial,’ and making and taking NECESSARY

ACTIONS, like our now famous airline pilot

Sully did, as he chose to ditch in the Hudson,

saving all aboard. He knew he could not

make it to an airport. He did go through an

assessment process, but experience said, the

best chance of survival was to ditch. He fol-

lowed Rule #1. FLY THE AIRPLANE!

Even then, we don’t live in a perfect world,

and things can still get us. I still like the

commentary by the late great reporter, Harry

Reasoner. “The thing is helicopters are dif-

ferent from airplanes. An airplane by it’s na-

ture wants to fly, and if not interfered with to

strongly by unusual events or incompetent pi-

loting, it will fly. A helicopter does not want to

fly. It is maintained in the air by a variety of

forces and controls working in opposition to

each other. And if there is any disturbance in

this delicate balance the helicopter stops fly-

ing immediately and disastrously. There is no

such thing as a gliding helicopter. That is why

being a helicopter pilot is so different that be-

ing an airplane pilot, and why in generality

airplane pilots are open, clear-eyed, buoyant,

extroverts. And helicopter pilots are brooders,

introspective anticipators of trouble. They

know if something bad has not happened it is

about to.”

As we reviewed each scenario at this evening

seminar, we looked into the background of

these pilots, their last flight and the decisions

they may have made that led up to these ter-

rible accidents. I was amazed of how experi-

enced these pilots were, and how looking in

retrospect, they made a series of decisions

that caught them, or trapped them, whether it

was the weather, fatigue, their equipment, or

even how mechanical problems fooled them

resulting in the loss of their lives.  As I sat

there, I realized I was almost in several simi-

lar situations myself, where I knew I was in

dire straits, but made it to the ground in one

piece, alive, several times realizing it was a

very close call. The old saying, “There are

bold pilots, there are old pilots, but there are



very few, old bold pilots,” came to mind.

So, with the fun and perils of winter flying ap-

proaching all too quickly, I will leave with  Mr

Reasoner’s and my thoughts, to be a bit like

the helicopter pilot, …”introspective anticipa-

tors of trouble,”  knowing that if something

bad has not happened, that there is a possi-

bility something could happen, and to BE

PREPARED, with that famous 180 degree

turn, or having an alternate plan of action,

which may require discontinuing a trip and

waiting out a storm, until the weather truly

clears. You can then make any apologies in

person, for missing that mandatory meeting

or event. Most people will understand. You

exercised great and prudent judgment and

can now make it up in many ways, because

you are still around to make your contribu-

tions to your company, boss, family and

friends.  Like that old traffic court judge would

say, “better to slow down and get there, than

not get there at all ”. As always, SAFE FLY-

ING!

SAFETY CON’T
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Did you read (or hear about) the article published in the 9-17-09 edition of USA Today? In my

opinion, it was a carefully crafted attack on federal funding for general aviation airports.

From my vantage point, it’s clear that there is a full-scale war in progress and funding for

general aviation airports is the primary target. Much of the public believes that GA aircraft

are luxury toys for only a select few and that public-use GA airports are tax subsidized play-

grounds for the rich and famous. It’s true, there are a select few who can afford to own and

use private aircraft purely for recreation, but the majority of GA aircraft are associated with

business or public service activity. It’s not my intent to explain to UGAA membership the value

of GA airports. You already understand the value. The intent of this article is to STRONGLY

ENCOURAGE EACH OF YOU TO ENLIST IN THE WAR TO DEFEND GA AIRPORTS. Gen-

eral Aviation airports are an important part of our national transportation system!

As an aviation community, we need to do a much better job educating local elected officials of

the value GA airports provide. Municipal budgets are tight. Always have been and always will

be. It’s not uncommon for a city or county council to ask “What is the return from our in-

vestment in the airport?” The fact that the question is even asked is evidence of how poor a job

we (the GA community) do in delivering the message of an airport’s value. The city or county

council needs to know that one airplane operating from their GA airport isn’t just one air-

plane! It may be carrying dozens of next day air envelopes for UPS or FedEx, representing

dozens of business transactions. The public knows that UPS and FedEx are extremely efficient

in handling freight, but what most of them don’t know is that GA airports make it possible. The

public sees the delivery truck, but never the airplane that brought the package to the truck.

Newspapers (or other media) are quick to report a story about a tragic rollover accident on

I-15, but the readers probably won’t know that a medical plane used Beaver’s GA airport to

transport the patient to a major hospital in SLC. I say again, we need to do a much better job

informing local elected officials. When a GA airport plays a roll in a successful outcome (eco-

nomic or otherwise), make it a point to tell the city or county council about it! If you don’t tell

them, who will?

In addition to the usual alphabet groups (AOPA, EAA, NBAA, GAMA, etc.) there is an organi-

zation called General Aviation Serves America. Its web site is (www.gaservesamerica.com)

Check it out sometime and get involved! Positive communication with our elected officials is

always the best policy. Your involvement may be as simple as standing in front of a city or

county council and letting them know how their GA airport played a roll in the successful out-

come of some activity. For example: “Mr. Chair, I just wanted to let the council know that

John Smith, who injured his leg in an industrial accident at the mine last week, is going to be

OK, because we have a GA airport, LifeFlight was able to get him to a hospital quickly. Thank

you.” or “Mr. Chair, I just wanted to let the council know that we successfully protected our

crops this year because our GA airport provided a base for spray aircraft. Thank you.” or

“Mr. Chair, I would like to report that because we have a GA airport, the State Health De-

partment can fly directly to our community. Six clinics were held this year. If we didn’t have

the airport our residents would have to drive 120 miles to another clinic. Thank you.”

PAT’S CORNER



You get the idea. No need for a speech. Just a short and simple statement about how

the GA airport benefited the community. The more our elected officials hear about GA

airports and how they contribute to success, the better!

Safe Flying,

Pat

PATS CORNER CON’T

Ed’s note.. Pat Morley is Director of the Utah Division of Aeronautics

Never Too Much                     by Leonard Wojcik

I have never heard of an airplane with too much power.  We purchased 79431 (a 1969
Cessna 172) in 1980.  It came with a Lycoming O320 rated at 150 horsepower, which
did ok, but nothing outstanding.  A set of flap and aileron gap seals helped the speed
in cruise and Demers wing tips helped the longitudinal stability and  short field capa-
bilities, but it was still nothing to write home about.  In 1987, ‘431 got a rebuilt O-360
and a constant speed prop.  Now we were getting somewhere.  Good short field per-
formance and good high altitude cruise.  Next came a Lasar ignition.  Better high alti-
tude performance, and I picked up about 20 horsepower.  Time passed, but I was al-
ways looking for more performance.

Of late, the exhaust system was getting ratty - a split was eroding at the bottom of the
tail pipe.  It could have been welded, but the exhaust was old (over 5500 hours) and it
was time to think about replacement.  It was annual time but there were three small
problems... Cylinders 1,2 & 4!   So ‘431 was down, and the cylinders were in for a little
vacation trip to Indiana.  About that time, a friend who was down at Sun & Fun called
and told me that Powerflow Systems was running a show special - $600 off and free
ceramic coating and shipping.  The cost was only a few hundred more than a Cessna
exhaust, so how could a young lad resist?  There was a delivery waiting list, but due to
the cylinder problem, the timing would work.  As it turned out, the exhaust got here
before the cylinders.

OK, cylinders installed, broke in, ready for the exhaust.  But first a little testing.  The
Powerflow tuned exhaust was supposed to provide increased power.  How can that
be?  A tuned exhaust works as follows:  when an exhaust valve opens, a pulse of gas
is released which then must find its way into the muffler.  It has to push against the



back pressure of gasses already in the exhaust pipes and  muffler.  In addition, there is
something called pumping work - that is the work that must be done to push the re-
maining gasses from the cylinder.  Much better if it was exhausting into a vacuum.  En-
ter the tuned exhaust system.  As a pulse of exhaust gas leaves the cylinder, it has
some momentum.  If the system is properly designed, the momentum of the gas is con-
served and a region of vacuum is left behind the gas pulse.  Into that space the next
pulse comes and so forth.  So reduced back pressure and pumping energy and therefore
more power from the engine.  The short stack Powerflow exhaust system installed easily
– just a bolt on, with a little rerouting of the scat tubing.

So how do you measure any power increase?   Speed change?  It’s hard to make a barn
door go any faster.  RPM change?  Not with a constant speed prop.  But change in the
rate of climb does work.  Since one horsepower = 550 foot-pounds per second, we can
use the aircraft weight and the time required to climb a given amount of altitude under a
set of constant conditions.

available climb power = aircraft weight * altitude change
                                                 time to climb * 550

This doesn’t measure total horsepower, but it gives a measure of horsepower  available
for climb under the given conditions.  I recorded climb data before and after the exhaust
changeover as shown in the table.

Rate of climb test   Old exhaust  New exhaust

Aircraft weight   1946   1953
time to climb 3000 ft (sec)  271   244
calculated horsepower  39.61   44.17

Change in climb power                  4.56 Hp
percent increase in climb power   11.5%

Data was taken at 2700 rpm and full throttle; climb from 5000 ft to 8000 ft; airspeed con-
stant at 80 mph indicated; best power mixture.

So, an increase of 11.5% in climb horsepower, cruise at 117 kts at 55% power
(20”/2400), and a fuel burn of 9 gph.  In my opinion it was well worth the price, but I’m
still looking for an airplane with too much power.

NEVER TOO MUCH CON’T


